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4 Tackling the challenges of 

encouraging the use of next-
generation energy on a global scale

Working toward a win-win relationship 
with customers and suppliers:
TDK’s CSR procurement

Cultivating excellent
manufacturing leaders:
The TDK Monozukuri Tradition Seminars

What should today’s technological 
innovations look like if they are to solve 
social problems and bring an ideal future 
into reality? P.15
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The TDK Group’s Initiatives
for Key CSR Action Items

In consideration of what society expects of us and what are the fields in which we can display our strengths and which have a 
significant impact on our company, the TDK Group decides important matters from the perspective of CSR and promotes everyday 
activities. On pages 15–28, there are fiscal 2012 activity reports for each category, a roundtable discussion in which young 
employees explore future potential, and an introduction to specific examples together with comments by the people in charge. 

Overview of FY2012 Activities
and the FY2013 Action Plan
The TDK Group identified action items that are particularly important from the perspective of CSR
and works to implement these items through business activities.
The PDCA cycle is applied to each item based on the action plan, and we continuously strive to improve activities.
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Item FY2012 Action Plan FY2012 Results FY2013 Action Plan

1
Contribution
to the world
by technology

Contribute to 
resolving social 
problems through 
business activities

•  Encourage the development of
  products that contribute to resolving
  social problems in priority areas
  such as communications, automobiles,
  industrial equipment and energy, and
  home information appliances

•  Conducted the development of
   magnets that do not use rare earth
   elements, compact power supplies
   for LED devices that comply with
   the IP66 standards on corrosion
   prevention and drip-proofing,
   and multilayer inductors for mobile
   devices that can replace wound
   inductors

•  Encourage the development of
   products that contribute to resolving
   social problems in the focus areas 
   of the new medium-term plan:
   next-generation information and
   communications market and energy
   related market

Promoting
the creation of 
environment-
conscious
products

•  Information disclosure and 
promotion of environment-

 conscious products (ECO LOVE
 products)
 Sales ratio: 30% and more

•  Updated the web-based information
   on environment-conscious products
   (ECO LOVE products)
•  Sales ratio: approx. 31%

•  Continue to disclose information
   and promote environment-
   conscious products 
   (ECO LOVE products)

2
Development of 
human 
resources

Innovative
craftsmanship 
training 

•  Continue the TDK Monozukuri
   Tradition Seminars
•  Overseas expansion

•  Conducted the TDK Monozukuri
   Tradition Seminars (36 employees in
   nine teams participated in FY2012)
•  Conducted the seminars in China
   and Malaysia

•  Continue the TDK Monozukuri
   Tradition Seminars
•  Conduct the seminars at overseas 
   sites according to team composition

Development of
global human 
resources

•  Cross-cultural communication 
  training including IMD seminars
•  Bolster the overseas training
   framework
•  Bolster language study programs

•  Conducted cross-cultural
   communication training and IMD
   seminars
•  Overseas training program:
   Program used by 6 persons
•  Provided support for language
   study programs under a self-training
   program and expanded the scope
  of support

•   Continue cross-cultural
   communication training and IMD
   seminars
•  Continue the overseas training
   programs
•  Continue support for language
   study programs under a self-training
   program and expand the scope of
   support

Promote
diversity

• Continue action plan implementation  
   in various departments
•  Strengthen management training
•  Strengthen female staff training

•  Implemented action plans in each 
  department
•  Implemented management 
  training using e-learning and 
  other tools

•  Continue implementation of action
   plans in each department
•  Continue implementation of
   management training using 
   e-learning and other tools

CSR penetration
and execution

•  Continue to implement e-learning
   (Japan) and widen implementation
   areas 
• Continue and enlarge the scope
   of intensive training

• Launched e-learning overseas
   (China) and reviewed contents
•  Conducted intensive training 
  (Japan, Thailand, and Malaysia)

•  Continue to implement e-learning
   (Japan) and expand oversea’s area
   for e-learning
•  Continue and expand intensive
   training

3
Society
and 
environmental 
considerations
in the supply 
chain

Promote CSR
procurement 

•   Improve and provide guidance for
   CSR check sheets for suppliers

•  Revised CSR check sheets for
   suppliers
•  Supported understanding of CSR by
  suppliers through the implementation
   of supplier briefings (Japan)
•  Provisionally implemented supplier
  CSR audits (China)

•   Periodically revise CSR check
  sheets for suppliers and continue
  to provide guidance
•  Expand supplier CSR audits

Cooperate with 
conflict minerals 
regulations*1

•   Gather information and assess
   trends regarding legal regulations
   for conflict minerals
•   Provide proper response for
   customers and suppliers

•   Gathered information and
   monitored  trends regarding legal
   regulations for conflict minerals
•  Provided proper response for
  customers and suppliers

•  Continue to gather information and
   assess trends regarding legal
   regulations for conflict minerals
•  Provide proper response for
  customers and suppliers
•  Establish internal systems

Reinforce 
CSR activity 
foundations and  
CSR responses
to customers

•  Enhance the management level and
   implementation of regular TDK CSR
   ‘Self Checks’ at manufacturing sites
•  Respond to CSR survey and
   auditing requests from customers
   in a timely manner

•  Implemented regular TDK CSR
  ‘Self Checks’ at manufacturing sites
   and promoted understanding
   through site visits
•  Implemented internal CSR audits
•   Responded to CSR survey and
   auditing requests from customers in
   a timely manner

• Implement regular TDK CSR
  ‘Self Checks’ at manufacturing sites
   and provide continuous support for
   raising management levels
•  Implement internal CSR audits
•   Respond to CSR survey and
  auditing requests from customers in
  a timely manner

4
Symbiosis 
with the global 
environment

Promote 
environmental 
activities

•  Promote environment-oriented
  activities based on the TDK 
  Environmental Action 2020*2

  • Achieve carbon neutrality

• Promoted environment-oriented
  activities based on the TDK
  Environmental Action 2020
   • Reinforced energy-saving
     programs at plants in China
   • Completed environmental 
     contribution quantification for some
     product families

• Promote environment-oriented
  activities based on the TDK 
  Environmental Action 2020

 *1) In the Democratic Republic of the Congo and neighboring countries, illegal mining and smuggling by armed rebel groups provides them with revenues 
and supports the conflict, leading to human rights abuses and other social problems including forced labor imposed on local residents and abusive treatment. 
In response, United States financial regulations were amended in July 2010 and the United States Securities and Exchange Commission imposed duties on 
companies that are publicly traded in the United States to disclose information concerning the use of tantalum, tin, tungsten, and gold mined in this region.

*2) A summary of the TDK Environmental Action 2020 can be found on the following web site: http://www.global.tdk.com/csr/environmental_responsibility/




